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ABSTRACT 
Let f : R" + ( -0% ~] be a convex polyhedral function. We show how to find the 
normal minimizer of f and the associated Lagrange multipliers by computing x(6) = 
• 2 . . . argmmxf(x)  + 61xl 72 approramately for a sequence of 6 $0 wa any relaxation 
method applied to the corresponding dual problems. Our schemes generalize those of 
Mangasarian and De Leone for solving very large sparse linear programs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following convex piecewise linear (polyhedral) problem: 
m 
min imize f (x )  == ~] f~(x)  overal l  x ~ X, (1.1) 
i = 1  
defined by a given finite set J = { l :m]}  = {1 . . . . .  m 1} partitioned into 
m+ 1 disjoint subsets J~ for i =0:m,  an mj-vector a, and an n ×m I 
matrix e by letting f / (x )  = max{PjTx - a, : j  ~ J i}Vx  ~ •n, i = l :m,  X 
= {x: PTx <~ aj Vj ~ J0}, where Pj is co(umn j of P and superscript T 
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denotes transposition. Assuming that the solution set .~ = Arg min x f of (1.1) 
is nonempty, we are interested in finding the normal solution ~ = 
arg min x ~ ~lxl by tracing approximately the trajectory of regularized solutions 
~(~)  = argmin{e lx lZ /2  + f (x ) :x  ~ X} for s > 0, (1.2) 
where I x l  ~ = xTx. It is well known [3, 13] that there exists ~ > 0 such that 
~(6) = ~Ve ~ (0,~]. Hence two approaches are possible. First, the methods 
of [9, 11, 12] atttempt o identify in finite time some ~ ~< ~, and then 
compute ~ --- ~(~). However, the methods in [11, 12] only deal with nonde- 
generate linear programming (LP)problems (m = 1 and IJlt = 1), whereas 
those in [9] solve quadratic programming (QP) equivalents of (1.2) via finite 
active-set methods [1, 5-8] that may be inefficient in the large-scale case. 
Second, the scheme of [16] for LP problems generates sequences 6k $ 0 and 
approximations x k to ~(6 k) accurate nough to ensure x k ~ ~ as k ~ oo. 
Each x k is computed via a relaxation method applied to the dual of the QP 
equivalent of (1.2) until its residual inaccuracy falls below a threshold related 
to 6 k. In this paper we extend the schemes of [16] to the general polyhedral 
problem (1.1). We also show how to find the associated Lagrange multipliers. 
The paper is organized as follows. The preliminary Section 2 recalls 
optimality conditions for (1.1), (1.2), and their LP and QP equivalents. Their 
approximate solutions are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we state two 
schemes for finding the normal solution. Finally, we give some examples and 
comments on possible implementations. 
We use the following notation. All vectors are column vectors. However, 
(x  T, vT) r is denoted as (x, v). For any x ~ R n, x+ denotes the vector with 
components xi = max{x i, 0}, i=  l :n ,  and x_= (--x)+. We let Ilxllp = 
E" ( i= l lx i l P )  1/p denote the p-norm of x for any p /> 1. We shall use the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality IxTyl <~ IIxlhllyll~ Vx, y ~ R". 
2. QP AND LP OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
In this section we recall optimality conditions for the QP equivalent of 
(1.2), 
minimize ~lxl~/2 + eTv over all (x, o) ~ R" X Rm 
(2.1) 
satisfying p T x -- H ~v <~ a, 
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and its dual 
minimize lPA1’/2 + .sarA over all A E lR”J 
satisfying HA = e, A > 0, (24 
where e = (1,. . . , l)T and the m X m, matrix H has elements Hij = 1 if 
j E Ji and i > 1, Hi, = 0 otherwise (corresponding to PjTr - aj Q vi 
Vj E Ji, i = 1: m, P?x < uj Vj E Jo>. Clearly, the solution of (2.1) has the 
form (g(e), V( z( B)$, where V = <fi, . . . , f,)‘. In other words, defining the 
slack vector CT(X, u) = a - PTx + HTu, we have a(%, u) > 0 iff (x, u) is 
feasible in (2.1) and V(x) is the best u in (2.1) for each x E X (e > 0). 
Hence, letting G(E) = V(XY(.e)) V.s > 0, it suffices to consider the reduced 
slack vector 6(x) = a(x, V(x)). 
The following duality relations between (2.1) and (2.2) are easily derived 
from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) theorem or strong duality results for 
convex QP (see, e.g., [5, $9.51). By the KKT theorem (x, u) solves (2.1) and A 
solves (2.2) iff 
EX = -PA, HA = e, A 2 0, u(x, u) 2 > and ATo(x, u) = 0. 
(24 
Let A( E) denote the solution set of (2.2) i.e., the set of Lagrange multipliers 
of (2.1). 
Similar relations hold for the LP equivalent of (l.l), 
minimize eTu over all (x, u) E IR” X [w” 
satisfying PTr - HTu < a, 
(2.4 
and its dual 
minimize arA over all A E R”J 
satisfying HA = e, A > 0, PA = 0. (2.5) 
Specifically, the KKT conditions state that (x, V(x)) solves (2.4) and A solves 
(2.5) iff PA = 0, HA = e, A > 0, i?:(x) > 0, and AT6( x) = 0. 
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3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
We now relate approximate solutions to the QP problems (2.1)-(2.2) by 
extending and simplifying the deviation of [16]. To this end, we need the 
following 
LEMMA 3.1. (Affine multipliers). There exist 0 < ~ ~ ~, 1 <~ C < ~, 
~ ~J ,  and A ~ RmJ such that A + 6A ~ A(e)  and min~(~)IIA[I~ < C 
for all O < ~ < ~. 
Proof. By [18, p. 396] or [9, Theorems 4.4-4.5], there exist b > 0, A, 
and A such that, for all 0 < 6 < ~, A + A/6. is a Lagrange multiplier for 
(2.1) with its objective divided by ~, so A + eA ~ A(e)  by the KTr  condi- 
tions. Take C = max{1,11AIh + ~IIAII~}. [] 
THEOREM 3.2. (Error bound in terms of KKT residuals). For given 
6 > 0 and h >>. 0 satisfying HA = e, let ~(8, A) = -PA /~ be an approxi- 
mate solution to (2.1) with the residual r( e, A) = {ff6(~(e, h))l + l l6(£(6, 
A)_I[~. Then 1£'(6, A) - ~(e)l 2 ~< (A - ,~)r6"(£(6, A))/6 ~',~ ~ A(e). In par- 
ticular, 1£(6, A) - £(6)15 < Cr(6, A)/6 /f ~ ~< ~ (cf. Lemma 3.1). 
Proof. Let x - ~(~, h), ~ --- ~(8), v = V(x), ~ = ~(6), and A ~ A(6). 
By (2.3), we have 0 = (e - e)rv ='(A - ~)r nVv = (h - A)r n~,  ~rS(~) 
= 0, and 
6Ix - ~1 ~ = (x  - ~)~( -PX  + P i )  
= (A-  A)r (a-  Prx + Hrv -a  + pr~_H~)  
= (a  - ~)T(a (x )  - a (~) )  
= (x  - ~)Ta(x )  - a~a(~)  ~< (~ - ~)Ta(x ) ,  
since A >t 0 and ~(~)  >i 0. Use -Art~(x) < IIAl(~ll~(x)_ll= and C >~ 1 in 
Lemma 3.1. [] 
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4. SCHEMES FOR THE NORMAL SOLUTION 
We may now state extensions of the two schemes in [16]. 
THEOREM 3.2. (Linearly convergent procedure for normal solution). For 
given O< K< 1 and ~o >0,  let e~+~ = t¢e~ for k=0,  1 . . . . .  and let 
x ~ = -PA~/ek, v ~ = V(x~), and h ~ >~ 0 with HA ~= e be the corresponding 
sequences of approximate solutions to (2.1)-(2.2) such that their residuals 
r~ = r (~,  A ~) defined as in Theorem 3.2 satisfy r~+x <~ ~r~ for some 
0 < ~ < to. Then the sequence {x ~} converges to ~ at the linear rate 
Ix k - ~71 ~< ~(~/K)  k/2 Vk  1> (4.1) 
for some constant ~ and k, and the sequence {v k} converges to ~ = V( Tc) at 
the same rate. Moreover, any accumulation point of the sequence {A k} solves 
the dual LP (2.5). 
Proof. Using 8 k $ 0 and Theorem 3.2, pick k such that ~k ~< ~, x(6k) 
= ~, and Ix k - ~12 ~< Crk/e k for all k i> k. Since by construction g/~ = Kk~0 
and r k ~<~kr 0 for all k, we have Ix k -~ l  2 ~<C(~/K) k for k >~k, which 
yields (4.1) with ~fK < 1. Since vp =f~(x k) and ~ = f~(~7) with f~ Lipschitz 
continuous for = l :m,  the rate of convergence of {v k} is at least that of 
{xk}. Finally, let A be a cluster point of {Ak}. Since r k = I~(xk)ra~l + 
II~(xk)_ll~ ~ 0, by continuity A~(aT) = 0 and ~(~) ~> 0. Similarly, A k >~ 0, 
HA k = e and PA k = -skx  k --* 0~ yield A > 0, HA = e and PA = 0. Hence 
,~ solves (2.5) by the KKT conditions. • 
THEOREM 4.2. (Superlinearly convergent procedure). Let the assump- 
tion of Theorem 4.1 hold with r k <~ ( ~7 ! p )~8 k for some ~ > 0, 0 < 7/< 1 
and p > 1. Then the sequence {x k} converges to £ at the superlinear ate 
Ix k - xl <~ ~r l  pk Vk >~ k, for some fixed k and & 
Proof. Use the proof of Theorem 4.1 with Ix k - £12 ~< C(~7/Pk) 2 for all 
k>.k .  • 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We now sketch some possible applications and implementations of our 
schemes. 
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Consider the 11 problem min~llArx- bill for given A ~ R "×'~ and 
b ~ R m. Letting P = [ A, -A] and a = (b, -b), it is easy to see [4] that any 
solution to (2.2) has the form A(e) = (e +/2(s+, e - /~(s)_)/2 with 
/2(6) ~ Argmin{lAixl2/2 + ~brix:-e ~< ix ~< e}. (5.1) 
This problem may be solved by the SOR method of [4] as follows. Let 
0 < a~ < 2 be a fixed relaxation parameter. At iteration l, given the current 
• l l l • " T l iterate -e  ~<ix ~<e and y =A/z ,  for , = l :m compute t = - (A ,y  + 
2 1 • ^ l l+ l  l sb~)/lA~l , t = max{-1 - ix~, mm[tot, 1 - ixi]}, ix, =/x~ + t, add tA i to 
yl, and set yt+l = yt if i = m. (See [15] for alternative implementations.) It 
is shown in [4] that each cluster point of the bounded sequence {ix~} solves 
(5.1) and ~/= -AIXt/6 ~ ~(e), so the scheme of Theorem 4.1 is readily 
implementable. The method extends easily to linearly contrained l 1 problems 
[41. 
Next, the 11 feasibility problem minxl l (ATx -- b)+l(1 for the system ATx 
~< b may be handled as above by finding approximately ,~(~) = (/2(6), 0) 
(for P = [A, 09 with 
[x(~) ~ Argmin{IAtxlz/2 + sb~ix:O ~< ix ~< e} (5.2) 
via the SOR method using t = max{ -ixti, mini to~, 1 - ixzi]}. The convergence 
analysis is the same [4]. We recall that the method in [14] replaces (5.2) with 
IAIXl e lix ÷ v -  el 2 
rain ~ + 2 + 6bT/z:tt ~> 0, u i> 0/ ,  (5.3) 
because it adds e I vlZ/2 to the objective of (2.1). Since this problem has twice 
as many variables as (5.2), it may be more difficult to solve via an SOR 
method. 
Adding sJvlZ/'2 to the objective of (2.1) as in [14-16] may create other 
difficulties. Indeed, if IV(~)l is large, it may decrease significantly the 
corresponding threshold ~ such that (~(c), b(~)) = (~, V(~))V6 ~ (0, ~]. 
Hence the solution of the corresponding modification of (2.2) with 6k ~< 
may require much more work [4, 11, 12]. 
Of course, problems such as (2.2) and (5.1) may be solved by other 
methods; see, e.g., [2, 4, 10] and the references therein. For example, the 
special form of the constraints H)t = e allows reduced conjugate-gradienl 
schemes [17]. Thus our schemes may be implemented via iterative method., 
that can handle very large sparse programs. 
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